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SLR/MOTIVATION



Greenland
7.3 m

Glaciers & Icecaps
0.4 m

Fretwell et al. 2013
University of Oslo; 
http://my.opera.com/nielsol/blog/2009/03/13/melting-
glaciers-contribution-to-sea-level-rise

IPCC AR5

Sea Level Equivalent
(not ice volume)

Antarctica
58.3 m

Greenland

East
AntarcticaWest

Antarctica

East: 53.3 m
West: 4.3 m
Peninsula: 0.2 m

Greenland
• Accumulation balanced 

by surface runoff and 
iceberg calving

• Increasing mass loss 
(~200 Gt/yr) since late 
1990s from increased 
surface melting, 
combined with thinning 
and acceleration of 
large outlet glaciers

Antarctica
• Accumulation balanced by iceberg 

discharge and subshelf melting; little 
surface melting

• Increasing mass loss (~150 Gt/yr) from 
West Antarctica and the Antarctic 
Peninsula, triggered by warm ocean 
water reaching the base of ice shelves



Sea-level change since the last interglacial 

• Global mean sea level rose by 120 m from 20 ka to 6 ka

• Sea level was 6–10 m higher during the Last Interglacial (125 ka).

IPCC AR4; from 
Waelbroeck et al. 
2002

~1 m / century



Sea-level change over the past two millennia

Reconstructed sea level at coastal sites in N. Carolina 
(Kemp et al. 2011)

SLR rate = 2.1 mm/yr since late 19th century; fastest in 2000 years



Sea-level rise over the past two decades

Global mean sea-level rise from satellite altimetry 
(Nerem et al. 2010)

SLR rate = 3.1 � 0.4 mm/yr, 1993–2012
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TOPEX

Jason−1

Jason−2

60−day smoothing

Inverse barometer applied, GIA corrected

Rate = 3.1 ± 0.4 mm/yr
Seasonal signals removed



Current global sea level budget
• Ocean thermal expansion:  ~1 mm/yr
• Glaciers and ice caps: ~1 mm/yr
• Ice sheets: ~1 mm/yr

• Greenland 0.7 mm/yr
• Antarctica 0.2-0.4 mm/yr

• Terrestrial storage: ~0 mm/yr
• Dam retention -0.3 mm/yr
• Groundwater depletion 0.3 mm/yr

IPCC AR5 (2013)    

Ice sheet “dynamics” 
(changing ice flux to 
oceans) thought to be 
largest future 
uncertainty.

The ice sheet 
contribution has 
roughly doubled 
since 2000 and will 
likely continue to 
increase.



Regional Sea Level 
Variations:
Solid earth and 
gravitational effects

Fyke, J. G., O. V Sergienko, M. Lofverstrom, S. F. Price, and J. Lenaerts
(2018), An overview of interactions and feedbacks between ice sheets 
and the Earth system, Rev. Geophys.



Regional variations in sea level change from 
ice-sheet mass loss

1) Ongoing glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA)
of the Earth to past melting

2) Change in Earth's gravity & rotation due to 
mass redistribution from current melting

IPCC AR5

Spada et al. 2013

Colors=2)    Black=1)&2) sea level rise (m
) at 2100

Other causes: regional ocean density changes, ocean circulation changes



IPCC AR5

1993-2012
Satellite altimetry



ICE SHEET SCALES / MODEL OVERVIEW



Motivation for modeling
land ice (ice sheets & glaciers)

• Provide useful predictions of land-ice retreat and the resulting sea-
level rise.
• Even modest sea-level rise greatly increase the odds of damaging 

floods from storm surges.

• Projections of 21st century sea-level rise are very uncertain.

• The biggest uncertainties are associated with the evolution of ice 
sheets

• Predict effects of ice-sheet changes on other parts of the climate 
system (e.g., meridional overturning circulation).

• Predict changes in regional water supply.
• Much of the world’s population relies on seasonal runoff from mountain 

glaciers (e.g., in the Himalayas)



Mass Balance:     Change in ice sheet mass   =   mass in – mass out

ice shelf

Image source: http://www.nasa.gov/images/content/53743main_atmos_circ.jpg

sea level change snowfall melting
sublimation
calving



Glaciers and ice caps

• 200,000+ glaciers and ice caps 
worldwide

• Only 0.6 m sea-level equivalent 
(Radic & Hock 2010), but short 
response times

• Most glaciers are out of balance 
with the climate and are retreating

• Total mass loss (~350 Gt/yr) has 
usually been estimated by 
upscaling observations from a few 
dozen glaciers

Modeled surface mass budget, 
Canadian Archipelago, 2003–
2009 (Gardner et al. 2011) 



Surface mass balance modeling can also be extended to glaciers & icecaps
Glaciers of the World (colored dots) – about 200,000

AOGCM

Mass Balance Model
• downscale T,P to individual glacier elevations
• apply transfer function to convert T,P to SMB
• Adjust glacier volume & update area, length, and 

elevation using empirical relations 

T,P
• volume change for 

each glacier 
(summed for SLR)

• new glacier 
geometry

Validating global glacier models
surface mass balance glacier volume change

Marzeion et al. 2012

Marzeion et al. 2012
Vatnajökull, Iceland

SL
R 

(m
m

)

Predicting future SLR (4 studies)

IPCC AR5

(Optimistic
emissions)

(Pessimistic
emissions)



What is an Ice Sheet Model?

• Climate Forcing
snowfall/melt
ocean melting/freezing

• Dynamical Core
Conservation of:

– Mass (ice thickness)

– Momentum (ice velocity)

– Energy (ice temperature)

• Physical Processes 
("Physics")
iceberg calving
basal sliding
etc., ...

Basal

sliding

http://lima.nasa.gov/antarctica/



Climate 
Models



“Climate models”
• Energy balance models (EB)

– Single layer atmosphere; laptop, etc.
• Coupled ocean-atmosphere models

General Circulation Model (GCM)
Global Climate Model (GCM)
– Carbon forcing applied externally

• Earth System Models of Intermediate Complexity (EMIC)
– Resolve Earth system components but at coarse 

resolution/simplified physical processes; laptop to supercomputer 
(ensembles, long integrations)

• Earth System Models (ESM)
– Explicitly resolve carbon fluxes and their impacts on climate
– High resolution, “full” representation of processes in all 

components; state of the art HPC
• Integrated Assessment Models (IAM)

– ESM plus social science models for GHG emissions and land change 
(e.g. cost of carbon, etc.)

Model complexity and cost



http://celebrating200years.noaa.gov/breakthroughs/climate_model/welcome.html



3o

Infographic by Carl de Torres for Nature

IPCC: Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change



Modified from Meehl et al. (2004)

Model evidence for anthropogenic climate change



Modified from Meehl et al. (2004)

From: EPA



Modified from Meehl et al. (2004)

From: EPA



"Potential additional contribution 
[from collapse of the marine-based 
sectors of the Antarctic ice sheet] 
cannot be precisely quantified but 
there is medium confidence it would 
not exceed several tenths of a metre 
during the 21st century."

?

"The contributions from ice-sheet rapid 
dynamical change ... are treated as having 
uniform probability distributions, 
uncorrelated with the magnitude of global 
climate change, and as independent of 
scenario. ... [T]he current state of knowledge 
does not permit a quantitative assessment."

IPCC AR5
(Optimistic
emissions)

(Pessimistic
emissions)

21st century sea-level projections



RCP: Representative Concentration Pathways







Ice Sheets in 
Climate 
Models



Ice Sheet
Temporal & 
Spatial Scales

temperature equilibration:
10,000s yrs

ice sheet geometric 
adjustment:

1000s yrs

ice stream/outlet glacier
adjustment:

10s to 100s yrs

calving, ice shelf collapse:
days to 10s yrs

Subglacial drainage
hours to months

IPCC

1990

1996

2001

2007

5 km 
(~1-20 km)

2018    ~AR6 Low-res    High-res
Atm 100            25 km
Ocn 45             12 km



Calving front of Jakobshavn Isbrae, Greenland



~5 km

~10-100 m/yr

~10,000 m/yr

ocean 
(covered with sea ice and icebergs )

land
(with some snowcover)Jakobshavn Isbrae

slower-moving Greenland Ice Sheet





Hoffman et al. GMDD, in review

~km scale resolution required to resolve 
grounding line motion for marine ice sheets



Another Ice Sheet "Temporal Scale"

UCAR



Ice Sheet Computational Cost

Processing Cores

34,000 68,000

High-res climate model processor layout

DOE Energy Exascale Earth System 
Model (E3SM)

grid size: horiz vertical
25 km ATM/LND:   0.8 million      72 

18-6 km OCN/ICE:  3.7 million      80

Ice sheet: 

2-20km AIS: 1.6 million     10

Throughput: 1 SYPD 

(simulated year per wallclock day)

Cost: 4 million core-hours 

per simulated year



Ice sheet coupling to an ESM 

Land -> Ice sheet   (10 classes)
n Surface mass balance
n Surface temperature

Coupler

Atmosphere

Ocean

Sea Ice

Land surface

Glacier
(Ice sheet 
dynamics)

Ice sheet -> Land (10 classes)
n Ice fraction and elevation

SMB, T
sfc

fra
c, e

lev

Ice sheet -> Ocean
n Calving fluxes

Ice sheet -> Atmosphere
n Topography



Fyke, J. G., O. V Sergienko, M. Lofverstrom, S. F. Price, and J. Lenaerts
(2018), An overview of interactions and feedbacks between ice sheets 
and the Earth system, Rev. Geophys.



Ice sheet surface mass balance in an ESM

• Traditional approach: Pass  
temperature and precipitation 
fields to the ice sheet model and 
compute the mass balance using 
a positive-degree-day scheme

• ESM computes the SMB in the 
land model on a coarse (~100 
km) grid in 10 elevation classes
– Cost savings (~1/10 as many 

columns)
– Energetic consistency
– Avoid code duplication
– Surface albedo changes feed 

back on the atmosphere

Ice sheet 
grid cells

Land grid cell

Jan Lenaerts



• Analyzed SMB from fully-coupled CESM 1850-2100 simulation (no ice sheet evolution)
• Used a signal-to-noise approach to identify time of emergence of anthropogenic GrIS

SMB signal at each ice sheet grid point

Fyke, J.G., M. Vizcaíno, W.H. Lipscomb (2014): The pattern of anthropogenic signal emergence in 
Greenland Ice Sheet surface mass balance.  Geophysical Research Letters, 10.1002/2014GL060735



Simulations using POP2x Ocean Model by Xylar Asay-Davis (Los Alamos Natl. Lab)

Ice shelf basal melting in an ESM



E3SM model Observed

Energy Exascale Earth System Model (E3SM), U.S. Department of Energy

Model error



Fyke, J. G., O. V Sergienko, M. Lofverstrom, S. F. Price, and J. Lenaerts
(2018), An overview of interactions and feedbacks between ice sheets 
and the Earth system, Rev. Geophys.

Ice Sheet / Climate Interactions



Greenland impacts on global climate
Atmosphere
• Large “mountain” that would not otherwise be 

there

• Locally influences cyclone development in North 

Atlantic

• ”Greenland tip jet”

• Limited impact on large scale atmospheric 

circulation

• Globally region of weak flow

• Existence enhances mixing in the North Atlantic 

and AMOC

Kjetil Våge, WHOI

Ocean
• Freshwater flux to ocean

• 3 sources

• Surface runoff  (~all runoff)

• Melting icebergs

• Submarine melt

• All can be shallow or deep

• Existing models all add 

at ocean surface
Lenaerts et al. (2015) GRL



Antarctica impacts on global climate
Atmosphere
• Katabatic winds have large impact on sea ice, 

polynya formation, formation of ABW
• Intense cold of plateau strong control on 

equator-to-pole temperature gradient

Kjetil Våge, WHOI

Ocean
• Freshwater flux to ocean small relative to 

Southern Ocean P-E, but locally important
• Melting icebergs

• Deep draft, drive vertical mixing
• Increase sea production (~10%)

• Subshelf melt
• Large shelves develop circulation
• Melt contributes to formation of ABW

Merino et al. (2016)



Ice sheets / climate feedbacks
As ice sheets evolve, they interact with the ocean and 
atmosphere in ways that modify their own evolution.  

• Interactions with the atmosphere:
• Albedo feedback: Warmer temperatures result in increased 

melting, darker surface, and additional warming.
• Ice geometry feedbacks:  As an ice sheet shrinks, its 

surface warms, and regional circulation can change.

• Interactions with the ocean:
• Sub-shelf growth and melting rates depend on interactions 

among various water masses, including glacier meltwater. 
• “subshelf melt pump”

• These circulations are likely to change as ice shelves 
advance and retreat over complex topography.

• Icebergs locally important for ocean freshwater flux



Fyke, J. G., O. V Sergienko, M. Lofverstrom, S. F. Price, and J. Lenaerts 
(2018), An overview of interactions and feedbacks between ice sheets 
and the Earth system, Rev. Geophys.



Elevation feedback in Greenland (+)
SMB = f(elevation)

+5% ¤

+10% ¤

CISM results from 
Edwards, et al., 2014

• Feedbacks between ice sheet 
surface elevation and surface 
mass balance increase mass loss.



Box, J. E., X. Fettweis, J. C. Stroeve, M. 
Tedesco, D. K. Hall, and K. Steffen 
(2012), Greenland ice sheet albedo 
feedback: Thermodynamics and 
atmospheric drivers, Cryosphere, 6(4), 
821–839, doi:10.5194/tc-6-821-2012.



Solid-earth/gravity/discharge feedback (-)

Gomez, N., D. Pollard, and D. Holland 

(2015), Antarctic Ice-Sheet mass 

loss, Nat. Commun., 6, 1–8.



Climate & Ice sheet variability

8/18/17   |   51 Los Alamos National Laboratory

Black=control
colors=variability

Ampitude = 300 m
Period = 70 yr
6 phase samples

Effect sensitive 
to bump frequency



Ice Sheet Model Initialization

Gillet-Chaulet et al., TC (2012) 



Surface 

Mass 

Balance

(target)
Flux divergence

Surface 

Mass 

Balance

(target)
Ice surface velocity

Consider continuity in inversion 

Perego, M., S. Price, and G. Stadler (2014), 

Optimal initial conditions for 

coupling ice sheet models to Earth 

system models, J. Geophys. Res. 
Earth Surf., 119, 1–24..

best match to 

velocity observations 

AND continuity

best match 

to velocity 

observations



In a coupled climate model, 
free-running ice sheet 
may will differ from reality!



Variety of initialization approaches in use

Goelzer, H. et al. (2017), Design and results of 
the ice sheet model initialisation
experiments initMIP-Greenland: an 
ISMIP6 intercomparison, The Cryosph. 
Discuss., (October 2017), 1–42.





17 groups
35 models



Summary

Current sea level rise
• ~1 mm each from thermal expansion, glaciers 

& ice capes, and ice sheets
• GIS larger contribution and accelerating
• AIS losing mass in Amundsen sector; EAIS may 

be growing slightly
• Largest uncertainty in SLR is potential ice 

dynamic changes, particularly AIS Amundsen 
sector (marine ice sheet instability



Summary: Climate models
Reasons to include ice sheets 
• SLR
– Feedbacks with climate system may be important forcing

• Water supplies
• Ice sheet interactions with climate
– Freshwater forcing to ocean
– Changes in atmosphere circulation

• Computationally cheap relative to other components

Reasons not to include ice sheets
• Generally long time adjustment time scales
• Challenges in initialization
• Require relaxing long-used assumptions of couplers


